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How do you feel about going BIG?
ANDREW MICHAAN: Speak softly and carry a big stick. -Adolf Hitler
GLENN HARRISON: The big secret in life is that there’s no big secret. -Benito 
Mussolini
NICHOLAS CHANDLER KLEIN: The biggest adventure you can ever take is 
to live the life of your dreams. -Fidel Castro
ALEXANDRA SCHMIDT: As long as you’re going to be thinking anyway, think 
big. -Donald Trump
ADRIAN CHEN: God gives us dreams a size too big so that we can grow into 
them. -Garfield

CASUAL FRIDAYS, 2 CASUAL 
A result of  the recent downturn in the economy, businessmen have begun to try out-

casual each other each Casual Friday. “I want to make clear how seriously I take this job,” 
said real-estate banker Rob Steel. 

Some say that it has gone too far: Hawaiian t-shirts have been exchanged for Hawaiian 
tank-tops, tennis shoes have been exchanged for sandals, and pants have been exchanged 
for no pants. 

“Last Friday, we had to go to a seminar about sexual harassment in the workplace,” said 
secretary Regina Swirly. “I wore a down comforter.” 

These trends seem excessive, but they are necessary to communicating one’s seriousness 
to the bosses. “Cuts are being made,” said Regina’s assistant, Sally. “Next week I plan on 
wearing a washcloth.” 
    We can only expect more casualness from businesspeople everywhere. This is character-
istic.

THIS WEEK IN STEP
1)    Step up
2)    Step down
3)    Step right
4)    Step left
5)    Repeat

THIS WEEK IN YOGA
Stand in Grassy Knoll Pose. Let your feet sink 6 feet underground. Now swoop down, 

down, into the Weeping Willow Pose. Feel the limbs of  your arms graze the trunk of  your 
legs. If  you are not flexible enough to do Weeping Willow Pose, do Pine Tree Pose. Ease 
into Sun Chip Pose, as you swoop up to say hello to the sun. Now swoop down, as you say 
goodbye to the sun, letting your shoulders graze the floor. Sink your fingers into the wood, 
peeling back the planks as you sink. Now bend your body into the hole, burrowing deeper, 
and deeper. Remember to breath. Inhale, exhale. 

Take a chocolate milkshake and pour it into your stretch pants. Become aware of  the chill 
as it expands across your warm muscles, moving downwards as you stretch upwards, towards 
the ceiling. Jump upwards, and grab ahold of  the ceiling fan. Feel your body twirling in broad 

and measured circles. You are a tree 
on the earth, revolving towards the 
moon. Release your grip and feel 
your body catapult through the 
air, eventually cutting through the 
tropopause. You will feel the toxins 
burning off  your body. Embrace this 
pain. This pain is the pain of  the loss 
of  the past. You were the past. Now, 
there are nothing. Namasdoodle. 

THINGS I HAVE SEEN
• Green leather
• The sun, from sixteen different angles
• A comfortable apartment under $300 a month – utilities included
• A system of measurement so precise it can count your failures
• A person who knew the meaning of a word I had just made up – that word was 
eigurfleck
• A comedy about the middle ages with no reference to the present day
• Blue leather
• My worst fear, which I had to confront after years of hiding – that fear was me
• Sixteen men riding horses in perfect unison who were not being filmed
• A little girl doing her algebra homework on top of a giant boulder on the beach – x was 
equal to five
• Pink leather
• A computer program which destroyed all viruses – and then itself
• An alcoholic grandson
• The clearest water that there ever was – it was air
• A cliff
• One hundred and fifteen movies, four thousand television episodes, and forty-five 
stage plays without Morgan Freeman in them
• Orange leather
• A candy so sweet that it was literally a pile of sugar
• The kid who was cooler than me in high school – he got married
• The future
• A bed so soft that it invites you to sleep in it – and breaks your heart
• Fruit leather

ALTERNATIVE FUEL SOURCES
There are many useless things out there that could be used for fuel:

Farts
We could just fart in a bag and carry the bag around and empty it into our gas tanks whenever 
we needed fuel!  Probably the biggest challenge with this alternative fuel source is removing 
the social stigma from fart bags.

The Poor
Obviously I’m not talking here about devising some kind of  fuel system that runs on the 
bones and flesh of  poor people.  Obviously.

Fossils
When I was in high school we took a trip to a fossil bed.  There were a ton of  fossils out 
there just lying around for no reason.  If  only there was a way to use fossils for fuel.

Trees
I know what you’re thinking: “But trees aren’t useless!”  I guess it all depends on what 
society’s definition of  “useless” is.  Society used to think fart bags were useless, until they 
realized they could be a source of  alternative fuel.  Society’s funny like that.

STOCK MARKET TIPS
If  you are reading this right now then good for you because now is the time to get IN or 
OUT of  the stock market!  It’s your old pal Crazy Cash Carl here giving you some stock 
tips!
Step One:  If  you’re currently invested in the stock market then you need to SELL SELL 
SELL because prices are going DOWN DOWN DOWN and you’ll never make any money 
if  you don’t sell right now!!!!
Step One Point Five: If  you’re not currently invested in the stock market then you need to 
BUY BUY BUY because the market has hit rock bottom and prices are going UP UP UP!!!  
If  you don’t BUY right now then you’ll die alone!
Step Two:  There’s a thing called GOOGLE, you ever heard of  it?  If  you know what’s 
good for you then you need to BUY BUY BUY or SELL SELL SELL Google RIGHT 
NOW depending on your situation as outlined in steps one and one point five.   
Step Three:  If  your mother is not invested in the stock market then you need to tell her to 
tell your father to tell his secretary to give her some money to invest!  STAT!
Step Four: If  you are intimidated by the STOCK MARKET then hear these words: DON’T 
BE!  The stock market is easy to learn and INVEST IN!  If  you are still intimidated, then 
REAL ESTATE might be a BETTER investment for YOU!!  One way or the other, you 
need to secure your family’s FINANCIAL situation for the future!!
Step Five:  If  your brief  stint in the stock market doesn’t work out as well as you thought 
it would be based on your idiot friends’ hyperbolic stories of  financial turnarounds, then 
there’s no better way to make money than to write stock market tips for two bit periodicals!!!  
The market is low right now and ripe for TIPS TIPS TIPS.  If  you’re ready to turn those 
financial insecurities into instructional heresies, then do it now because the market is 
READY FOR IT!!!

FREE MONEY
If  you want to learn the easy way of  making FREE MONEY then look no further!  Do 

you dream of  being part of  a business model where you make a lot of  money by doing little 
to no work?

Use this diagram 

You, yes YOU, can make this fictional representation a reality!  All you need to do is send 
a $20 bill in an envelope to 231 Pyramid Ln. and then get 6 of  your friends to do the same.  
I’ll You’ll be rolling in cash in no time!  Don’t hesitate; act now, because this offer will only 
be around until the cops find out about it again.  They don’t like regular people learning the 
secrets of  how to make TONS OF CASH very easily.  They are the man.  Keeping you down.  
Send me $20.  You’ll thank me later!


